Digital preservation is a global challenge
DPC as partner and friend

- Members Unconference and Networking Events around the world
- Advanced topical events and training
- Expert community of Members
- Grant from the DPC Career Development Fund
- Priority access to online training
- On-site training with in-house experts
- Support in maturity modelling and benchmarking alongside fellow Members
- Priority access to DPC resources including Technology Watch Reports and Guidance Notes, recordings from live events and webinars
- …and more!
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DPC Americas

- Extending the DPC’s program of work to **existing and new members** in the Americas, on a more **equitable basis** with members in European time zones
- Bring greater attention and provide global access to good practice and excellence within the **dynamic digital preservation community in the Americas**, for the benefit of all
- **Amplifying the DPC’s messages** about the importance and urgency of digital preservation, as well as **expanding access** to existing solutions and research
- Exposing the DPC more fully to the institutional contexts and **challenges for digital preservation staff in the Americas** so that it can respond more effectively to them
Here’s what some of our DPC members say…

**Becoming a member of the DPC allows us to better learn from and contribute to the broader global digital preservation community and to help advance the cause of digital preservation to sustain access to research and cultural heritage for future generations.**

**We very much look forward to getting involved with DPC initiatives and collaborating with members around the globe on relevant digital preservation issues.**

**Our membership in the DPC is an exciting opportunity to expand our leadership in the digital preservation of cultural heritage.**

**The work in which the DPC engages cuts across typical boundaries, and we look forward to deepening our own connections to the DPC member network.**
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All are welcome to join this inclusive global community.

Contact us:
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